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Aiming of Sylvania Sportsline LED floodlights 

1. Fit Sylvania Sportsline to cross arm noting that OVERSLUNG units are on top and
UNDERSLUNG units are underneath the cross arm.  Under-slung floodlights are offset
automatically from over-slung floodlights when mounted on single cross-arm.  Cable glands
should be on back edge of connection box in both cases.

2. Tilt angles can be pre-set using the scale on the side, before cross arm lifting, (see notes 7 &
8 below for details).  This angle relates to front tilt, which is 30 degrees different from beam
peak angle for asymmetric fittings, i.e. 70 degree peak beam angle from design is 40 degree
front panel tilt.

3. Place markers such as safety cones, (visible from floodlight), at aiming points according to
lighting design aiming diagram and schedule.  These points will either be the peak point or,
to minimise the number of targets, a crossover point may be used for multiple fittings, or
crossing a reference line.

Peak point 
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4. Rotate floodlight up to enable lining up of the side of the trunion arm with the marker.  If
lining up from the rear is not possible, an observer at the aiming point looking back at the
floodlight, (preferably using binoculars), can provide guidance to aiming personnel.

5. Once floodlight is rotated left/right to line up as above, mark a line on the cross arm along
the back and/or front of the trunion, to realign if moved while tightening.

6. Tighten the mounting bolt so that floodlight will no longer rotate.
7. Check each module is set to zero with adjustment M16 bolt, (25mm spanner), tightened to

150Nm.  Tighten M10 locking grub screw, (5mm allen key), to 40 Nm.
8. While supporting the front of the floodlight, check M10 locking grub screw, (5mm allen key),

is backed off, loosen off the tilt M25 bolts, (30mm spanner), allowing the floodlight to tilt.

9. Using a tilt angle device or a smart phone app such as Level, check the elevation using the
front edge of the floodlight.
Note 70 degree peak beam angle from design is 40 degree front panel tilt.
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10. Tighten M20 side bolts to 220 Nm so floodlight will no longer move, and confirm installed
tilt. Tighten M10 locking grub screw to 40Nm.


